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MULTICULTURALISM
AS THE NORMALHUMANEXPERIENCE

WardH. Goodenough
Universityof Pennsylvania
When we look at process, then, we no longerlook at
societies only as wholes, but at individual people as
learnersof culture in the context of social interaction,as
they pursue tneir variousinterests and try to deal with
their various problems of living-problems that involve
the necessity of choosing among conflicting goals,
competing wants, and long-rangeas againstshort-range
concerns. From the standpoint of process, multiculturalismis no longer a feature of complex societies
alone but, as we shall see, is to be found in simple
societies as well. To say this is not to deny that
multi-culturalismis playing an increasingly prominent
role in the affairs of complex societies, but that the
difference between complex and simple societies in this
regardis one of degreeand not of kind.

Anthropologists traditionally have acted on the assumption that most societies are not multi-cultural,that
for each society there is one culture. They have seen
multi-culturalsocieties as developingonly in the wake of
urbanism,economic specialization,social stratification,
and conquest states.
The view of culture that characterizessocieties or
sub-societiesas wholes is appropriateto problemsthat
involve comparingsocieties as organizedhumansystems,
or that call for the classificationof societies accordingto
one or another taxonomic scheme. For these purposes,
minor cultural differences from householdto household
(such as reported for the Navajoby Roberts, 1951) or
even from village to village can often be conveniently
ignored. But such a macro-viewof culture, if I may call
it that, is inappropriatefor the theory of culture, for any
theory of something necessarilyconsidersthe processes
of which that something is a product and that accounts
for the way it changes over time. If by culture we have
reference to the understandingsabout things and the
expectations of one another that the members of a
society seem to share, then a theory of culture requires
us to consider the processes by which the individual
members arrive at such sharing. In this regard, the
differences among individuals,their misunderstandings,
the different ways of doing things family to family and
villageto village,all become noteworthy.

Culture is learned, we anthropologists have always
properly insisted. From the learner'spoint of view, the
needis tolearnwhat the expectationsarein termsof which
others act. The understandingarrivedat regardingthe
expectations of parents are tried out on other adults. In
the absence of feedback to the contrary, one assumes
that these others have the same expectations as one's
parents. Thus, one comes to attribute concepts, beliefs,
and principles of action uniformly to a set of other
people, findingthat for one's own practicalpurposesone
can successfullydo so. Whatis thus attributedto that set
4
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of others becomes the culture of that set. I use the word
"culture"advisedly here, for in anthropologicalpractice
the culture of any society is made of the concepts,
beliefs, and principlesof action and organizationthat an
ethnographerhas found could be attributedsuccessfully
to the membersof that society in the context of dealing
with them.
From this point of view, the sharingof cultureby the
members of a group is a matter of attribution. The
apparent validity of this attribution is measuredby its
practicalutility for dealing effectively with membersof
the group in particularsituations. The process is that of
stereotyping. The very limited purposesand situationsin
which a plantation manager in the Solomon Islands
interactswith his Melanesianworkersmay resultin very
crude stereotyping of them by him and of him by them,
stereotyping that serves its very limited purposes but is
found entirely wanting when the bases for interaction
are expanded. Good ethnography requires putting the
ethnographer'sstereotypes to tests that are similar,or at
least equivalent, to those by which the society's members test the adequacy of their individualstereotypes of
their fellow members.
What does all this have to do with multi-culturalism?
In the learningprocess, people inevitably find that they
cannot generalizethe same expectations onto everyone.
Childrenleam that the expectationsof their parentsand
other adults are not the same in many respects as the
expectations of their playmates. They find that the
expectations of their mother and their father'ssister are
different, and so on. There are different role-expectations that go with different social relationships and
social situations. Each of these different expectations
constitutes a different culture to be learned. Because
such cultures are situation-bound,and thus orderedwith
respect to other situation-bound cultures, we may
choose to think of them as sub-cultures or microcultures, reserving the term "culture" for the larger,
ordered system of which these are a part; in this sense,
culture ceases to refer to a genericphenomenonof study
and refers instead only to some level of organizationof
that phenomenon. From a theoretical viewpoint, the
process of learninga society's culture, or macro-culture,
as I would rather call it, is one of learninga number of
different or partially different micro-culturesand their
sub-culturalvariants, and how to discern the situations
in which they are appropriateand the kinds of others to
whom to attributethem.

competent. Everyone develops varyingdegrees of multicultural competence in at least some micro-cultures.
Inter-societalcontacts make at least some people minimally competent in some aspects of different macroculturesas well. The rangeof culturaldiversityincreases
in complex societies, where multi-culturalcompetence at
the macro-cultural,as well as the micro-cultural,level
may play an importantrole in the conduct of affairsand
in differentialaccess to privilegeand power. I shall come
back to this in a moment. Before I do, I wish to

summarizewhat I have been implying in the preceding
discussion of culture by observingthat it is analytically
and conceptuallyuseful to distinguishamong the following: (1) cultureas a phenomenon,arisingout of learniing,
in the context of interaction, the expectations people
attributeto others;akin to Mead's(1934) concept of the
"generalizedother." (2) the specific micro- or macrocultures individualsattribute to specific sets of others as
the ones that are appropriately operative in social
situations; (3) the range of variance in what the
individualmembers of an interaction network or group
attribute to the membershipof the network or groupas
the group's culture; (4) the numberof such interaction
networks and groups in a social unit under consideration, the degree to which they overlapin membershipor
come together in larger networks or groups, and the
subject matter with respect to which they function as
networks or groups; and (5) the total range of knowledge of, and competence in, various micro-cultures and
macro-cultures that is possessed by the members of a
given social unit, whether or not they are appropriately
operative in interactions within that unit, and that
compose what can be called the "cultural pool" or
"reservoir" of the membership of that unit (Goodenough, 1971).
Of obvious interest for the study of continuity and
change are the specific processes by which the variance
in cultural attributions individuals make to their network or group is kept within workable bounds (see no.
3). Whatever these processes are, they clearly have to do
with the rates and kinds of interaction that take place
among members of the network or group. Of interest,
too, are the processes by which an element in a group's
cultural pool (see no. 5) gains or loses status as part of a
specific micro-culture that is expected to be operative in
some context (see no. 2). Also of interest are the
processes that increase or reduce the number of networks or groups within a society (see no. 4) and that
affect the extent of overlap in their memberships. All of
these processes involve people pursuing their various and
competing interests, a consideration that brings us back
to privilege and power.

All human beings, then, live in what for them is a
multi-culturalworld, in which they are aware of different sets of others to whom different culturalattributions
must be made, and of different contexts in which the
different cultures of which they are aware are expected
to be operative. Their competence in any one of these is

Real social power, as distinct from jural authority, is
a function of two variables. One variable is the extent
and intensity of people's wants, and the other is the

indicated by their ability to interact effectively on its
terms with others who are acknowledged as already

extent to which people are in a position to facilitate or
5
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and inappropriatefor those without it. I don't think this
was a matter of which they were necessarilyconscious,
but that it resultedlargelyfrom what they felt somehow
to be appropriateto their own sense of social self.
If the management of social power includes the
manipulation of access to knowledge and skills, the
obvious targets of such manipulationare the conditions
necessaryfor acquiringknowledgeand skills. These may
be briefly summarized as (1) mental and physical
aptitudes needed to develop the indicated skills and to
acquire the necessary level of comprehension; (2) a
perception of self and of goals that make developingthe
skills and acquiringthe comprehensionseem appropriate
or desirable; (3) freedom from emotional blocks in
relation to the skills and knowledge in question (partly
related to no. 2 above); and (4) access to situations in
which there is opportunity to rehearse the skills and
work at getting the knowledge,as well as opportunityto
get helpful feedback (guidance) until proficiency is
achieved.
In complex societies, the great numberof micro-and
even the miacro-culturesthey compose are inevitablythe
subject matter of social and political manipulation.
Access to the cultures and sub-culturesin which competence must be demonstratedto establish eligibility for
positions of privilegebecomes a major matter to which
social organizationis geared, and is at the same time a
prime target for political maneuvering.The social rules
that serve to control such access, usually multiple and
mutually reinforcing, also become a prime target for
reform in times of change, with a resultant change in
personal aspirations, as we are currently witnessing in
connection with women's liberation and education for

impede the gratification of one another's wants. If
nothing matters to me, even whether I live or die or
whether I am free of pain, then no one is in a position to
affect my behaviorand no one has any social power in
relation to me. If, on the other hand, others are unable
to gratify any of their wants without my cooperation,
then I have enormous power in relation to them. In no
human society is real social power ever evenly distributed. The greater dependency of the young, the old, the
sick, and the infirm on others for the gratification of
their wants, and the relative lack of dependency of
others on them, guarantee unequal power relationships
everywhere. Such inequalities are compounded by individual differences in knowledge and skills and in physical
and personal attractiveness. The cultural definition of
jural relationships and the different rights and duties
that attach to different social identities in their dealings
with one another inevitably reflect these inequalities in
real power, and also reflect the kinds of trade-offs that
people in their past dealings have been able to achieve as
the basis for present cultural expectations.
Among the resources to which access is of paramount
importance in power relationships are the various microcultures that make up a macro-cultural system. Growth
in the number of specialized skills and bodies of
knowledge produces more power in the social system to
be distributed and managed and expands the possibilities
for inequalities in power. The amount of power in a
social field of relationships, it seems, increases directly as
the complexity of the field increases, and its management becomes a problem of increasing importance and
difficulty for the people involved.

minorities.

Even in the relatively uncomplicated societies of
Melanesia and Micronesia, with which I am personally
familiar, control of specialized forms of knowledge is
perceived as a source of social power generally and of
political power in particular. Validation of claims to land
and political office rests on a public display of a kind of
knowledge that only those in line of succession are given
access to. For those not in line of succession to aspire to
such knowledge is to presume to what they are not
entitled. I suspect it was no accident that, in 1964, in
the little community of Romonum on Truk in Micronesia, all four of the salaried government positions under
the American administration (medical assistant, local
judge, school principal, and teacher) were monopolized
by the highest ranking men in the two chiefly lineages.
Even more significant was the fact that no one but
children of chiefly rank had qualified for education
beyond the elementary level in accordance with an
apparently impartially administered examination system.
Access to the kinds of alien cultural knowledge and skills
which the schools afforded seems to have been perceived, like access to important forms of traditional
knowledge, as appropriate for persons of high social rank

The problemsof multi-culturalismin education,then,
ariseas aspects of the processesI havebeen discussing,as
does human concern with them. Multi-culturalismis
present to some degree in every human society. Differential access to and knowledge of the various microculturesin macro-culturalsystems is a significantaspect
of power relationshipsin all societies. As multi-culturalismbecomes more pronouncedand elaborated,and the
field of power becomes greater with increasingsocial
complexity, multi-culturalismbecomes an ever more
important consideration in the managementof power
relationshipsand, as such, an evermore seriousproblem
in the politics of education, whose institutions are the
instruments by which people control access to more
specializedmicro-culturesand to the power and privilege
they confer.
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APPROACHESTO MULTICULTURAL
EDUCATIONIN THE UNITEDSTATES:
SOMECONCEPTSAND ASSUMPTIONS

MargaretAlison Gibson
Universityof Pittsburgh
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to analyze several
existing approaches to the conceptualization of multiculturaleducation within the United States in an effort
to increase conceptual clarity and to make explicit a
numberof assumptionswhich underlieeach conceptualization. Specifically, I shall present five approaches to
multi-culturaleducation. For each of the first four, all
programmatic,I shall delineatebasic assumptionsregarding underlying values, change strategies, intended outcomes, and target populations. The fifth conceptualization stems from an anthropologicalperspectiveon both
education and culture and, unlike the others, does not
equate education with schooling or view multi-cultural
educationas a type of formaleducationalprogram.
To systematize the alternativeapproachesto conceptualizing multi-culturaleducation, I have reviewed the
educational literature pertaining to bilingual/bicultural
education, education for pluralism,ethnic studies, and
multi-cultural education, and have delineated the assumptions of those agencies and individuals who are
advocating support for such programs.The literatureis
drawn largely from the publications of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education and the
articles found in the EducationalResourcesInformation
Center (ERIC) of the U.S. Office of Education. My
analysis of the several approachesand the assumptions
underlying them stems primarily from the anthropo-

The purpose of multi-culturaleducation is to equalize
educational opportunities for culturally different students. (2) Education about Cultural Differences or
Cultural Understanding-The purpose of multi-cultural
education is to teach students to value cultural differences, to understandthe meaningof the culture concept,
and to accept others' right to be different. (3) Education
for Cultural Pluralism-The purpose of multi-cultural
education is to preserveand to extend culturalpluralism
in American society. (4) Bicultural Education-The
purpose of multi-cultural(or bicultural)education is to
produce learners who have competencies in and can
operatesuccessfullyin two differentcultures.
ApproachOne: Educationof the Culturally
Differentor Benevolent Multi-culturalism.l
The purpose of the first approach to multi-cultural
education is to equalize educational opportunity for
culturally different students. The conditions giving rise
to this approach are, first, the continuing academic
failure of students from a certain minority ethnic group
whose school performance continues to lag behind
national norms,and second, the rejectionof culturaland
genetic deficit hypotheses regarding students' school
failure. The most frequent proponents of this approach
are concernedmembersof the educationalestablishment
who reject the compensatory remedies, such as Head
Start, which grew out of the deficit hypotheses,and who
view multi-culturaleducation as a more viable strategy
for decreasing the disparity in school achievement
between mainstreamand minority youth.
The key assumptions underlying the first approach
are that culturallydifferentchildrenface uniquelearning
handicapsin schools dominated by mainstreamvalues;
that to remedy this situation multi-culturaleducation
programs must be devised which will increase home/
school cultural compatability; and that these new
programs will, in turn, increase students' academic
success. The target populationsfor this approachare the
children from certain minority ethnic groups who lag
furthest behind national norms on school performance.
These children are labelled culturally different because
they share only peripherallyin the mainstreamculture.

logical literature on cultural pluralism, ethnicity, and
acculturation.

The five approachesI have distinguishedoverlap and
interrelate, but for purposes of analysis I discuss each
separately. Contrasts among the first four can most
readily be seen in termsof their differingobjectives.For
this reason, I begin the discussion of each with a
statement of purpose. I then present the conditions
which gave rise to the approach,the major proponents
of the approach,and the underlyingassumptionsregarding values,strategies,outcomes, and targetpopulations.I

conclude each section with a discussion of the assumptions. The followilng summary briefly gives the statemnentsof purpose for approaches one through four and
provides a title for each approach. (1) Education of the
Culturally Different or Benevolent MAulti-culturalism-
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